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$3-4000 Loss , .

11 11
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The nev\rly designated Maxwell ing with their fri!!nds' to get th~ iJOrtant·Southwestern acquisitions
Museum of Anthropology at • funds for the addition.
have come from the Maxwells,
UNM become a reality today with
The added space will be used These include one of the world's
277·4102.
a gift of a block of oil company for offices, a laboratory, and .stor· finest collections of k11china doJls,
.
stock with. a market value bt ex- age, pr, J!lh\1. l'tl. CamtJI;ll!ll, c'tlair. i illl extensive group ·of valuable
FOR SALE
cess of $20,000 from Mr. and Mrs. man, of t}!e u:l)n4: authropology ' ' Na,vajo rugs, and an important
1959 FORD Galll'tie 600, 2-dr hardtop, 'V' ·8 .
(Continued from. page 1)
4 barrel carburetor, :Body in good condi:
•
.
collection of book~.
Gilbert Maxwell of Farmington department, said. .
tfon- ·good tires. new automatic trans..
list
and
can be used only under
and
29
~al?Jl~·
California.
·
"We
desper;ltely
ni!ed
space
foJ:
:
_Mrs.
Maxwell':;~.
fath~r,
Clark
,
1
mission~ ust sell to pay 2nd semester
tuition, $300-350. Phone 842·9839. 11/29·
The gift IS 1ntended as a "start· these purposes," Dr. Campbell . F1eld,. also has made. Important the watohful eye of a librarian.
12/3.
Repairing or replacing the dam·
er" for the $150,000 ·to $180,000 said. "At some future date, we contrib'Qtions to the museum. At
UNDERWOOD Stpndard typewriter, pica
aged material is a costly job. The
estimated
cost
for
construction
of
·probably
also
will
need
to
add
anpresent
a
collection
of
Indian
pottype, Cali Mrs. White 243·6431. 11/29·
a si2iable addition to the museum other gallery to the m'Qseum."
tery owned by Field is on loan to typewritten pages can be Xeroxed
12/3.
in the UNM anthropology buildThe museiJ~, now in ib fifth UNM,
fafrly easily, but this costs money.
STUDENTS looking for " car from $100,
to $2000. any make. For the lowest
ing.
year of operil.tion, has been officiMaxwell w;~s an Indian trader Also, maps and pictures do not
prices in town caU Lanny Corter, 298..
The Maxwells, who have long ally designated the "Maxwell Mu· in the Four Corners area for a copy. So when the maps are tak·
1934 after 3 :SO p.m.
number of years. Mrs. Maxwell is en out of a book that is out of
had
a deep interest in the UNM seum of Anthropology.''
SERVICES
anthropology
collection,
are
workSome
of
the
museum's
most
ima
former UNM student wlio ma· print, that information is gone
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
·
jored in anthropology.
makes, 20 percent discount with this ad.
forever.
Free pickup and delivery, Open nntil 8
Because Zimmerman Library
The
Univet·sity,
Dr.
Campbell
p,m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
said, has opened a fund ~ccount has· over 500,000 separate vol·
Typewriter Service, 2217 Cold SE, Phone
243-0588.
in the name of the Maxwell Mu· umes, it is impossible to take an ,
PERSONALS
seum and is inviting contributions inventory, "We simply cannot go
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA.
of any size from others in New through and e~amine every book
DELIO POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
Mexico interested in anthropol- in the library,'' said Kelley, "so
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list. MA·
ogy.
discovery of mutilations is mostly
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
The planned addition to the made by later users, but not many
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
museum, Dr. Campbell said, will people report it. If you see someHELP WANTED
be located on the southwest corner one mutilating a book, report it
FOR RENT
of the anthropology building. It immediately to the librarian.''
HOUSE for Rent. 2 blocks from campUs
on Las Lomas. $185, per month with 1
WASHINGTON (CPS) - The Press, Washington's underground will be of two-story split level
year lease. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, fireconstruction exactly matching the
Army has admitted that it had newspaper.
PART OR FULL TIME WORK
place, walled yard. Phone 242·1938. 11/29.
architectural style of the existing
"infiltrators" among the war proFOR ADDED INCOME
According to Bill Hobbs, the building.
ROOMS for rent, $80 Per month, Close
testors during the October 21 student who wrote the story,
to campus. Males only. 424 Sycamore
WE SECURE ACCOUNTS
NE. Phone 842·1824. Call or see after
demonstration in front of the Creel also told a public relations
Reliable man or woman wanted as
4 p,m. 11/22-80,
Pentagon.
dealers in this area t!) service route
class
at
the
university
that
the
Math
Spe.aker
LOST
far the WORLD FAMOUS ALKA..SELT·
Col. George Creel, the Army's Army men in the crowd were "in
Professor M. M. Rao, Carnegie·
D~AMOND white gold engagement ring,
ZER, ANACIN, BUFFERIN and BAYER
assistant chief of information, radio contact with each other and Mellon University, will present a
m or around the Language Lab. ReASPIRINS said through our lateat
ward. Please call 255-7485. 11/22·30.
said, "We would have been remiss with the Army operations center talk on "Concitional Expectat;.
modern vending machine in handy
PERSONALS
if we had not (placed Army per- in the Pentagon."
tions and Non-Linear Prediction
plastic pill-boxes, for which this com·
. WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE FUN: En·
sonnel among the demonstrators).
thusiastic, energetic junior or senior to
pony will secure locations. Dealerships
The publication of Hobbs' story Theory" at UNM Thursday, Nov.
write chapter for student guidebook. Ex·
We were trying to protect against has caused something of a stir in 30, at 3:30 p.m. in Mitchell Hall
now being established ond appointed
penscs and fee plus by-line and short
the burning and looting of the the George Washington journal- 202, presented by the UNM de·
upon our acceptance'" Will not inter·
biography. Tell us who you are immedi·
ately. Write: WHERE THE FUN IS
Pentagon."
fere
with yout present employment;
partment
of
mathematics.
ism department. According to
U.S.A., Simon and Schuster, 630 Fifth
and refill machines. To qualify
collect
The
colonel
denied
saying
that
Harold Lough, the instructor who
A~~~'·• New York, N. Y. 10020
you must have $1,705.00 to $3,•'10.00
"our infiltrators were the dirtiest invited Col, Creel to address his
cash available immediately for inven·
ones out there.'' He was quoted as students on Army public relations
tory and equipment; investment se·
saying that in a story written by techniques, the colonel announced
cured.
a George Washington University at the start of the class that his
Must have car, 8 spare hours weekly,
Q-1 have .been on active duty student for the Washington }i'ree remarks were "not for publicacould ~et up to $5,000.00 per year,
Be able to start at once, Income should
for the past eight years. Am I
tion.''
start immediately, alling experience
eligible to go to school?
that
Creel
Hobbs
maintains
not necessary.
Henry Roth
never mentioned that his remarks·
A-Yes.
If fully qualified for time and invest·
were off-the-record. Other stument WRITE, giving Name, Address,
Q-Where do I send my income
dents in the class offer varying
and Telephone Number, for local per·
questionnaire after it is 'complettestimony on the question.
sonal interview with a company Rep·
ed?
resentative.
One student said the colonel
A-There are several locations
HEADACHE BAR VENDORS CORP.
made a "quick remark" to the ef.
6267 Natural Bridge
now processing these cards, and
A story by author Henry Roth, feet that his lecture was off-thePine Lawn, Missouri 63121
record.
Another
said
she
hadn't
the address to which yours should recently named the 11th D. H.
Lawrence Fellow at UNM, has heard any remarks to that effect,
be sent is printed on the card.
been included in a new book, and felt that what the colonel
"Best Short Stories of the Year/' said was disappointing because
- SportieJ! Car Coat Going Tired of looking for a parking place?
Roth's story first appeared in it seemed to have been said "for
GENUINE SHEEPSKIN LINED
the New Yorker in August 1966. the record"-that is, it seemed
Too busy to stage a '!park-in?11
with Iorge sheared sheepskin collar.
The new book is edited by Mar- that he was revealing less than
Warmest coot mode for
he
might
have
in
an
off-the-record
tha Foley.
She did recall a reference
Men -Women - Children
Roth also recently appeared on lecture,
by
Creel
to the fact that the Army
Patronize the
FREED CO.
an educational television show men in the
107 First NW
crowd carried radios,
with Negro novelist John Wil· however.
Albuquerque
Iiams. Roth traveled in Mexico
Creel
has
not
said
how
many
from November 1966 to Sep~em
Transit
Army men there were among the
ber 1967.
According
to
He has returned to his home demonstrators.
System
near Augusta, Maine, where he Hobbs, when someone in the class
and Mrs. Roth will stay until asked Creel how many "infiltrathey leave to spend the summer tors" there were, the colonel re·
of · 1968 on the 1>. H. Lawrence plied, "Enough.''
MATINEE
Ranch near Taos,
Roth renewed his status as a
Middle East War
national literary figure after the
A 'discussion of the Middle
1964 paperback reprinting of his
Eastern
war as seen by two Arab
SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE · 1934 noveJ, "Call It Sleep.'' The
OPEN
students,
Ezzat Khatab and Man2100 Central E., !olbuquerque, New Mellco
New York Times Book Review
soOJ:
Khaiji,
will
be
held
at
the
2 PM
........ 242.00"
terms the novel "one of the few
Your Texaco Star Dea'*r
genuninely distinguished novels International Center Thursday,
written by a 20th-Century Amer- Nov, 30 at 7 p.m. Arabic coffee
will be served.
ican.''
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Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
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MARK BLUM, (left), a UNM fresh·
man, and Dr. Bainbridge Bunting of the
art department participated in yester·
day's discussion on the philosophy of
dropping out sponsored by The Forum.
Also on the panel was Dr. Paul F.
Schmidt, chairman of the department of
philosophy. Each panelist presented a
different definition of the current concept, defining dropping out according
to individual and social views. (Photo
by Pawley)

·Veterans News
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By BILL SULLIVAN
"Dropping out" was a hard-to·
define term at the UNM Forum
yesterday as three panel members proposed widely . vary~ng
ideas on its meaning.
Mark Blum said responsible
dropping out would be a return
to the earth. Dr. Bainbridge
Bunting called it a natural break
between two phases of life, while
Dr. Paul Schmidt said. dropping
out means exercising maximum
radical freedom •
Blum, a University College
freshman, used an article in yesterday's Lobo to e~plain why peo·
pie drop out of society. He ob·
jected to The Lobo's use of the
"bearded unwashed" in describing hippies and the fact that The
Lobo said he would lead The Forum. As a panel member he could
not be said to lead, he said.
"The earth is real and the earth

..

CAMPUS

Non-T ranslat:able l-lozhon
Will Open Friday Evening

SHOWTIMES:
2:10-3:30-5:00
6:10-7:308:50-10:05

BILLIARDS
2406 Central Ave. S.E.
Color TV -10 per cent student discount on jointed cues,
cases and playing time.
FREE COFFEE FOR PLAYERS
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.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
· $2.25 per semester

The New Ol~ie ]oe
m~n~gement

Dancing Every Night

welcomes

!720 Ccnb:nl S.E.
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Hozhon: Navajo for beauty,
harmony, grooviness, welcome·,
brotherhood, and a multitude of
other things that are not traiiB·
latable into English. Hozhon.
That is the name of a new stu·
dent-operated coffee house at 1802
Central SE. The coffee house is
open 'to UNM students only, and
the major objective of the nonprofit institution is to attract people from every group of UNM
students.
Program director David Levine
said yesterday that the house will
open this Friday night and legin
its program of regularly schedul-

Lettermen Concert

Beer For Girls,
yOU
to¢ a Glass
Wed. Nights

No

Pltone 242·2151

Cover

Charge

is good," he said. Cities are a
breeding place for hate and by.
pocrisy and the original hippies
have moved to smaller communi·
tie~; and farm areas, Blum said.
Dr. Bunting, a UNM fine arts
professor, said that dropping out
is nothing new. He pointed out
that people need a break in their
life patterns between the period
of preparation and the period of
participation. He noted that peo·
ple have taken trips, moved West,
gone to sea, and immigrated to
America.....:an forms of dropping
out. Dr. Bunting feels this period
of "sowing wild oats" is neces·
sary before one asumes the responsibilities of a career and marriage.
"I don't have the guts to drop
out," said Dr. Paul Schmidt,
chairman of the UNM philosophy
department. He said his remarks
describe the reasons for dropping

Collee House

£All

DATE CROWD- VISIT US

In "Rush to Judgement" Lane
By CHUCK NOLAND
The American people should- discredited to his satisfaction the
but probably won't-be told the Warren Commission's report. He
truth about the assassination of now lives in New Orleans, where
President Kennedy, Mark Lane, he works with District Attorney
author of "Rush to Judgment," Jim Garrison on his investigation
a criticism of the Warren Com. of the assassination.
"The single-assassin tbeory has
mission's findings, said in an ex·
elusive Lobo interview last night. been discredited. The Warren
"I don't know if there's any Commission lied,'' Lane said.
hope for it," Lane, scheduled to
Lane charged that the Commis·
speak at 8 tonight in the Anthro· sion had given a political answer
pology Lecture Hall, said. "Re· rather than the truth because
cent polls show that a majority members felt that the truth would
of the people believe the Warren be too upsetting to the public.
Commission lied to them-as it
"The President was dead in the
did. But a minority believes there midst of what the Secret Service
should be a new investigation," had said beforehand would be the
he said.
greatest protection in the history
. Lane pointed out the paradox of America," Lane said. "The
in the fact that the people don't new President appointed a comknow who killed their President mission 'chaired by the chief jusbut don't seem to want to know. tice of the United States, then
But he said that for those who do they all got together and made
want to know there are 'two steps: false statements to which they
(discrediting the Warren Com- solemnly affixed their names," he
mission's report by refuting its said.
single-assassin conclusion; and
"There were i;hots from at least
investigating from there to find ' two directions. The assassins esout who did kill Kennedy,
caped from the scene," Lane said,
"But the Commission could hardly say, 'We're sorry. The President is dead. We don't Irnow who
did it. The assasins are running
around loose.' But a false report
is in some ways worse than no reout of society. We drop out be- port.''
cause the system is corrupt and
Lane charged that the Com·
phony and not correctible from mission, which was appointed to
within, he said, including both
governmentS: and universities in To Observe, learn
his statement. The professor said
that the family system is no good
and that "you don't count in so·
ciety." Maximum radical freedom
means "any system, rules, reli·
gion, ethics, or politics are out,
baby, out," he said.
Seventeen members of the
Perky Perkins, Forum chair- UNM student lobby will meet
man, opened the meeting for dis- with the Board of Educational Ficussion after the panelists· made · nance (BEF) Friday and Satur·
opening statements. There was . day in Santa Fe.
rriuch discussion on just what
Head student lobbyist . Harold
dropping out means. Most of the Lavender Jr. said six lobbyists
. student speakers summed it up as would attend the session with the
"doing your own thing.''
BEF on Friday and 11 on SaturSeveral faculty members and day.
people over the normal student , Lobbyists will attend the meetage made comments. One speaker ing in an observing and learning
said that dropping out makes capacity only. The BEF concerns
things easy for the "forces of itself primarily with higher edu.
evil.'' One lady who made a re· cation finance in New Mexico.
mark about Schmidt's comments .
Six Associated Students repin favor of anarchy was told, resentatives met with the BEF
"Now lady, don't get worried earlier in the semester and were
about anarchy-anarchy moves reportedly well received · by
through love," by Schmidt.
board members and state and
county 'legislators.
Some students remarked on the
presence of so many older people
in the nearly full Union theater.
One said, "We don't trust them.''
Dr. Ralph Norman of the psychology department criticized
Schmidt's remarks front the auCesar Chavez, organizer in Caldience. He said the system has
been and is being reformed from ifornia of the National Farm
within and that if everyone drop- Workers Association (NFWA),
ped out we would have nihilism will speak in the Newman Center
with no one doing anything. Nor- auditorium Friday at 8 p.m.
Sponsored locally by the So·
man said the world is not perfect
and never will be, but we should cia! Action <'Jommittee of the
UNM Newman Center, the Archwork to improve it-not quit.
The Viet Nam war was men- bishop's Interracial Action Comtioned several times and all panel mittee, and the Community of the
members stated they are against Brotherhood of Man, Chavez was
invited to speak because of the
it.
'Iii.
unique revelance of his work in
California to the social problems
of a large segment of New Mexico's citizens.
The career of Cesar Chavez be•
gan in the orchards of Califor·
Deadline for petitions for the nia, where as a young apricot
Dec. 15 Student Senate elections picker he first came in contact
is Dec. 1 at 5 p.m. Petitions with Fred Ross, organizer for
should be taken .to the Activities the Community Service OrganiCenter of the Union.
zation, which was working with
Anyone wishing further details Mexican-Americans.
Overcoming an inherited pre·
on the election petitions should
contact Elections
Committee judice against "gringo social
Chairman Katllleen Rail at the workers," Chavez joined Ross to
learn the strategy and technique
Activities Center.

Panel ·Defines Dropping Out:

Ue Fellow's Story
In 'Best of Year'

•

/-,l

True . Report on AssqssinqfiOn
Unlikely, Says Author, fan~

Army Admits 'Infiltrators'
Placed in October Protest

'

; .-
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Tickets for the Lettermen's
concert Friday, Dec. 8, are on
sale at the Union and Concert
Hall bo~ offices .as well as at
Reidling Music downtown and at
Record Rendezvous in Winrock.
The program will. start at 8:15
in the Concert Hall. Student tick·
ets are $2 and general admission
is $3.

ed entertainment with a folksinging group followed by the
Open Field Zazz Quartet.
Doors open at 8:15'p.m. and entertainment begins at 9. Levine
said that Hozhon will b.e open
every Friday and Saturday nights
until the number of customers increases.
"There is definitely a need for
a coffee house of this type for
UNM students," Levine, said. Ue
added that lectures, discussions,
and poetry readings will be held
at Hozhon along with other pro·
grams. ~He said the coffee house
will offer doughnuts, coffee, and
soft drinks until they can expand
in this area also. There will probably be a 50-cent cover charge to
begin with.
This Saturday night Linda Phil·
lips, Dan Downing, Dan Arter·
burn, and Joe and Larry will provide entertainment.
Hozhon is located near the cor·
ner of University and Central. In·
dividuals or groups interested in
auditioning for the entertainment
schedule can contact David Levine.

UNM Lobbyists,
BEF Plan Meet

still rumors and quell doubt$
about the assassination, l1ad fail·
ed badly to do this. As evidence
of this he cited polls which show
most Americans disbelieve the
Commission's report. This evi·
dence, he said, should be enough
to prompt the federal government to order a new investiga.
tion.
"If for no other reason than
that the Commission's findings
are not believed, the government
should see reason for holding a
new investigation," Lane said.
"The federal government,. though,
has not indicated it would favor
a new investigation.''
Lane, one of two Kennedy campaign managers in New York
state in 1961, first became inter·
ested in studying the assassina·
tion while serving in the state
legislature, where he was concerned with pre-trial publicity,
He wrote a magazine article say·
ing that if Oswald had lived he
would not have been able to get
a fair trial because of publicity
following the assassination. Oswald's mother asked Lane, an attorney, if he would defend Os·
wald before the Commission,
cross-examining witnesses and
making sure that relevant evidence was brought out.
(Continued on page 4)

Arabs to Discus$.
Middle East War
International Center President
John Bakas announced last night
that UNM Arab students feel
·their people are being slighted by
the American press which refers
to them as the enemy in the Middle East war.
Two ,Arab students, Ezzat .Dhatab and Manson Khaiji plan to
speak at an open !-Center dis·
cussion at 7 tonight on certain as·
pects of the war which they feel
haven't been covered objectively.
Bakas said the two speakers
"want to clarify the position of
the Arabs· and their expeetations
in the war as well as discuss how
the war has affected the Jives of
people on both sides.''
1 Following
the two speakers
there will be a question-and-ana·
wer period and a general discUs·
sion.

UNM Newman Center Will Sponsor
farm Workers Association Speaker

Election Petitions
Due Dec.l.at5 pm

of organizing laborers.
In 1962 he withdrew from the
CSO and went to Delano county
to attempt to organize fruit pickers in the valley. He gradually
gained the confidence of the people and was succ_essful in estab·
lishing a credit union with assets
of $25,000. In 1965, the first stril:.1l
of the new National Farm Work·
ers Association was called to gain
wage benefits for the rose grafters. It was a success resulting in
a 120-per-cent wage increase.
The NFW A then joined the Agriculture Workers Organizing
Committee of the AFL-010 in the
big strike against the major grape
growers. DiGiorgio and Schenley
Co. and against small growers.
Their success in this venture, to·
gether with the 1966 march on
the state capital, Sacramento,
has been credited in large part
due to the inspiration Cesar
Chavez has been able to spark
among Mexican-American labor·
ers.
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The Rowan Column

* "' *
(some call

By CARL T. ROWAN
W~SHINGTON-"President Johnson is a political genius on domestic matters, but when it comes to foreign policy he's a total Joss."
rhat has co~e t~ be accepted as a truism by Americans of all politi~a and economic circles. How Mr. Johnson must wish these days that
It was somewhat closer to the truth!
'
'
h' The t~uth i~ that the President has been doing remarkably well with
IS foreign clients. It is only with the homefolk that be now seems
unable to do anything right.
·
Never was this more obvious than when Prime Minister Eisaku Sato
ca~e he:e. an~ g~ve a surprisingly strong endorsement of Mr. Johnsons pohc1es m V1et Nam and Southeast Asia.

* * *

The newsp!'pers were full of stories and photographs of bearded
brazen AmeriCan protestors acting like fascists around a New. York
h_otel where Sec. of State Dean Rusk spoke. But this politically sensitive Japan~se lea~er, wh? must be delicately sure of his ground before speakmg on Issues like the VietNam war, was telling newsmen:
• • That the Jap~nese and other Asians support Mr. Johnson's poliCies and the American military presence in Southeast Asia.
• That the Japanese do not want a U.S. withdrawal until a lasting
peace can be negotiated.
,... A fair ~bser,ve~ would have to say that Mr. Johnson was a pretty
· good foreign pohcy operator to get this kind of support from Sato
and to handle the touchy issue of the Bonin and Ryukyu islands i~
such a way as to permit the Japanese leader to return home reasonably happy.

'
<
i'

~

* * *

On Viet ~al!l, Mr. Joh'!lson has convinced Sato of what he bas been
unable to convmce Americans: that LBJ is a man of peace-but a man
who ~n?!"s that peace is nevex found at the end of a fight from responsibility and commitments.
• ~'8 much as. we all bate to let facts interfere with our prejudices,
It ~s hard to .Ignore. the fact that Sato is only one of a string of
As~ans w~~ gl'Ve sohd backing to Mr. Johnson's Viet Nam and otlier
Asian poliCies.
A half dozen Asian chiefs have come here recently making. statements tpat sound as though they either think Mr. Johnson is a great
and gutty American, or they are living evidence that he is the greatest persuader ever to dabble in foreign policy.
Lee Kuan Yew of Singapore, Souvanna Phouma of Laos Tunki
A?dul Rahman of r,;alaysia and even Ne Win of Burma have pleaded
With Mr. Johnson privately to see the struggle through.

'

~

* * *

• It i_s significant that South Viet Nam's neighbors-whether neutral~st hke Bu:ma or hawkish like Thailand, hostile toward America
hke Cambodia or a!most an extension of America like the Philippines
~11 express . genume fear of Communist China. And most of these
ne1ghb?rs b~h~ve the U.S. military is the shield that permits them
to retam their mdependence.
A major Communist goal has been to isolate the United States in
terms of world opinion on VietNam. They have liad some success in
Europe, mostly through the simple tactic of quoting American critics
of Mr. Johnson's Asia policies.
But the Communists have not been able to isolate the United States
from the people most directly involved-the Asians who have the
most to lose in the VietNam conflict.

* * *

One reason is that, contrary to the popular notion Mr. Johnson has
been~ lot. more.effectiye in talks with foreigners like' Sato and Ne Win
than m d1s~uss!ons w1th U.S. congressional leaders, or with some of
the powers m h1s own Democratic party.
\). It W?uld see~ that the cliche ought to be: "If Johnson could only
deal with Americans the way he talks turkey for those foreigners!'

Tbllriday, November 130• 1967
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Editor-in-Chief
.
, Managing Edito;-~~~~======---------------------~- Chuck Noland ,
al'Y industrial America.
· : JlY, TIM HUNTEll
.The black man'll efforts to chop
Busineos M.a' n· a er
------;------·--------- Meli~sa. H~!Vard : ' .
g ··--.. --.. -----.... --..--..-'----··----.. -- Richard Pfaff
Long before the fires of De- his way out of this technological
Evelyn Alexander troit were extinguished this sum- jungle are instructive to all Ame1·Morning Editor
Sports Editor
:
·
. · . • ·
• . .
mer, the first cries of anguish . icans if we can see what is hap1 •
· · •. -:-----------~----·---~--;-----~----- No(lley Relnheardt i&su.ed from the liberal. left. De- PIIning. If we can understand the
.
· ·. '·
· · ·--'------------·:·
F rank' Jacome
·
Cartoonist --- :. ---------------------..
·t rm't was th e mo de1 of th e )'b
I er- plaintive cry of Malcolm X we
~thofftographer ------------------------------------·- Bob Pawley · als, it was a showcase city de- will understand the paradoxes of
Sa
W
C'dd' T
signed to demonstrate that here
our own situation.
--------------------- ayne 1 101 om Garcia Craig Guest
·
\ Sarah Laidlaw, Yvonne Lopez, Greg M~cAleese, Paui in the United States for the first
•
. .
Slack, Chuck Reynolds, Bob Storey, Bill Sullivan time it W!l.S possible for the ills
* * *
We were 1·aised in the dying
and Mailing ---------------------------- David Baker
days of Protestai\t America. ProCircu a_tion --------------------······-·-........... ______ Ishmael Walaitis to be solved through the scientific
testantism is for all practical
Advertising ------- Dick McDonald, Chuck Reynolds, Dennis Roberts application of U.S. Treasury purposes dead. Its own theolonotes.
In burning down the heart of gians buried it. So the most imthe city to which the liberals had portant single element of the culpinned high hopes, the black man ture, its moral background, has
seemed to demonstrate his con- been shoved away. In the death
tempt for a mode of living for of Protestantism many of the
which he had no taste, In many ideals which were glorified in our
ways it can be shown that the high school texts, of material
Lyndon Johnson and
angry mood among the ghetto wealth, of "being accepted" and
populations is one of the most so forth go out the door too.
Foreign Policy
profound movements in recent There is a certain residue of re•
American history~
p
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The riots
them insurrections) of the past summer
seemed to clarify the issues at
stake between the Afro-Americans and the nation as a whole.
For one thing, important figures
in the black revolution decried
and turned their backs on the
traditional goals of American
success: The shiny new car, the
house m the suburbs, and the
bourgeois religiosity apparently hold little incentive to the new
revolutionaries.
Perhaps it is because the Negro is the last unassimilated element in the nations of any particular size, that be has had a better
perspective of what is happening
than have other Americans. It is
true that the American Negro has
now, by virtue of a myriad of
civil-rights laws, been offered the
keys to the Golden City of secular-liberalism. Yet many hesitate,
and their hesitation to seize an
opportunity which others have
jumped at is practical demonstration of the skepticism which Negroes show at becoming integrated into the "American way of
life.''

* * *

For .one thing, what does America' offer the Negro that is really
worthwhile? Integrated toilets,
mass transit, newspapers that
contain no tl•uth1 the inhumanity
of urban megalopoli? People who
have just left the rural landscapes
of Mississippi and the South
recognize that these gifts are of
li~tle or no value. But Americans
who have been raised in the mire
of modern civilization have little
chance to see through the glitter
and the false front of contempor-

Information Offered
On Study in France
UNM students who are interested in studying in France should
consult the. Office of International
Services, 1717 Roma NE.
The office has information
about programs taught in both
the French and English languages
at the Institute for American
Universities in Aix-En-Provence,
France.
The Institute offers courses in
European history, politics, civil·
ization, arts, philosophy, and literature for students who are not
fluent in French. French-speaking
students may take a variety of
course at the Institute.

spect for the goals of Protestant
America among the broad mass of
the American people, but among
the Negroes, who hardly get acquainted with the various tenets
of
Protestantism,
there
is
nothing.

It dpes not require great cerebral qualities to see that at the
root of America's crisis is the
moral crisis, Some blacks have
sensed this and have deserted
"Christianity" altogether in favor
of the Muslims and some lesserknown groups. In these groups
they see a mo.ral strength and fiber which is lacking in the rest
of the country. Communists have
offered the Negroes their warmedover 19th-century classic economics, but few Negroes have gone
for them. Perhaps it is because
they sense that economics is not
the whole story.

Letters
Martha Rotenberg's Title
Dear Editor:
In reply to Martha (choose one,
Kennedy, Rotenberg, or Rumpelstilskin's) letter on that "old and
barbaric custom" of taking one's
husband's name, I would like to
answer this off-beat opinion from
a normal woman's point of view.
For those anti-feminine female
individualists, only a woman with
an inferiority complex would be
worried about male chauvinism in
today's society of the emancipated woman. Taking your husband's
name not only shows your pride
in him, but it also avoids confusion regarding legal .documents,
postal fo~s, and legitmate children. Martha, your ideas of individualism verge on wanting a
sexless society. I assume, by your
letter, that you both wear the
pants in your ? family; therefore,
your decision to give up being
feminie will not be a loss to anyone but yourself and perhaps
your hubsand. If you are happy
this way, fine. But for us romantics, however, happiness is more
than a political picket line. It is
caring enough about your husband to take his name.
This is as non-sensical as car.
' d rops on roses,
mg
ab
out. "ram
bright colored mittens, snowflakes, hayrides, and whiskers on
kittens." There is, of course, no
sound logic behind this; only
something warm and human
which communists and socialists
scoff at, something called love.
For those with religion, (something, Martha, I realize you know
nothing of nor care to, since you
stated you and your husband
wr~te your own ceremony, implymg common law), there is
justification in the Bible for taking :your husband's name. In almost every religion it approximatly goes "the woman will leave
her father's home and cleave unto her husband to become one.'' It
simply joins her to her husband
as an equal partner.
In conclusion, I do not have to
stoop to unfounded name-calling
as you felt was necessary in calling Mr. Kunikis a liar. The title
:you have chosen for :yourself is
eorreet: an "activist, socialist, and
sexless.
Josephine I. Ramsden

I

;Letten are welcome, and
should be no .longer than 260
words typewritten, double
spaced. Name, telephone number and address muat be in·
eluded, althoUJrh name wiD be
withheld upon requeat,

Redman's Final Reply

Jack C. Redman, M.D.

Who Let The Cat Out?
Dear Editor:
I see where Tim Hunter (Bema,
Nov. 22) has discovered that Ho
Chi Minh is a Communist. I won•
der who let the cat out of the
bag?

'

By R~BERT M. KRI!W
Collegiate Press Serv1ce
. B~STON-The n~tional organlZatton of Democr~t1c colle~e s~u:ents, barred .by 1ts constit';ltlon
r'?m supportmg any candid.ate
Ph~or to t~e party's conventiOn,
as unofficially endorsed Sen. Eugene.dJ. t~cC a rthy (D-Minn.) for
prest en Jn
•
The young Democrats passed a
resolution here last weekend urging the Democratic party "to
seek a candidate • • • who will
seek an honorable peace in Viet
. ]til)~, a!ld restore the party to
ita traditions] adherence to JiberaJ and progressive ideals.'' The
resolution was passed after many
pro-Johnson delegates had left
the convention.
An overwhelming majority of
the delegates present approved
t h e resolution by a. vo1'ce vote. A
ro,ll-call vote wae" not necessary
smce there was little dissent
from the students present when
the resolution was introduced.
Aft
•
·h
th
pasDsmg t e rbesolution,
• e co 1ege th emocrats
· •
roke out
111 . an en USiastiC McCarthyfor-President demonstration.
McCarthy, who I's expected to
announce soon that he will enter
several Presidential primaries
against President Johnson next
year, was a principal speaker as
the College Young Democrat

1968
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Finalists: in UNM's :Best-Dress~d ·Girl· on Campus· contest. will
be getting into ·the holiday 'Jnood
with a fashion :show in th'e· Kiva
tpnight at 7:::10. · .
.
· · This year's holiday ciothes
promise to be gayer, brig-hter and
more feminine than ever1 · and
adding to the color at the show
will be three escorts wearing the
newest men's fashions.
The 15 semifinalists will model
campus wear, street wear, sports
clothes, lounging and at-home
wear, and evening clothing from
Rhodes department store, Stromberg's Winrock store, Car-Lin
Casuals, and Lynn's Apparel
Shop,
The fashion show is being held
in connection with the Glamour
magazine's Best-Dressed contest
sponsored at UNM by Theta Sigma Phi, women's journalism honorary. Admission is 25 cents at
the door.
Best-Dressed finals will be held
Dec. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in the Union
Ballroom. The winner of the contest will be UNM's entrant in
Glamour's national contest.

• f

FAMED FOLKSINGER PETE SEEGER will perform .in the Concert .Hall .t~nig~t at. 8:15. !ickets to the show, a benefit for the New
Mexico Civil Llbertles Uruon, are $3 for general admission and $2
for students, and are on sale in the UNM Concert Hall box office and the Union ticket booth. Proceeds from the concert will be
used by the ACLU to defray legal, legislative, and educational costs.

forces.
had been held for the major ofA coalition of Connecticut In- flees
diana, and Tennessee young DemB~sh defeated Thomas B. O'ocrats brought about the defeat Brien, a Harvard graduate stuof the constitutional amendment dent, for the chairmanship in an
and the election of pro-Johnson early test of McCarthy against
David Bush, of American Univer- Johnson. The vote was 164-89.
sity in :Washington DC in a
·
ba~tle fo~ the two-y~ar .ch~lrman- . ed~~:i:~~~fcls~e~~~ea~i~e~:~
Ship of the orgamzabon. How•
ever, the coalition broke a art war w~en the;r voted 187-79 ~or a
during a recess after
President
0 ns~~ s po. IcJes. generally unsou!'"d. Earh~r this year the exeGambling, Floor Show
cutive committee of the group
had voted to condemn the war.
&I
In his speech here, McCarthy
Jft1
said the junior members of the
:1
Democratic party should "maintain a continuing moral watch on
11
g
the policies and programs of the
C
senior party."
asino
night, an
exciting flnew i==;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.
event
featur1'ng
g mbl'
shows
m
•
b
th
.
a
mg,
oor
t' • • 00 s, and
'
arr~age
many more ac IVItles will be held
·.
Friday night from 8 to 12 in the
... ..,g-.,...~
Union Ballroom.
The Union Program Directorate
~kld4jfj
~
and the Residence Halls Council
• tJtQA
.,
I's sponso..:ng
the event for the
first time at UNM.
Come in and select your Christmas
A t' 't'
· 1d
•
Cards from our outstanding olbums.
c IVJ such
Ies me
gambling
PersonaI attenllon given. every " rder.
games
asu echuck-a-luck,
twenty-one, blackjack, and rouOur store offers the largest seledion ·
lette, a floor show, a quickie marof Hallmark Cords in this area.
riage and divorce booth, a stripGRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
per named Candy Sweet, cigarett.e
~~
l.allias NE
., • .,A989'
•1
d h
. ..
_...,..

elec~ons ~e~lutJ~n w~~c~ c~}led

c • N• ht
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Students Back McCarthy

Dear Editor:
This is my final reply to Mr.
William Coleman. His touching
final reply and challenge to m11
are acknowledged. Somehow, in
his amnesia, he doesn't realize
that he has been shot down by his
own words: "I know.''
As Mr. MacAleese reported,
substantiated by Mr. Hume and
Mr. Pennybacker, reporters all,
Mr. Coleman stated, "I know
. •." after I opined that his poster boy was a gasoline. victim.
It becomes increasingly obvious
tha.t Mr. Coleman is seeking notoriety by many mean•• noJ; U..
least of which is to cry ••debate"
as his brief prominence comes to
its well-deserved, ignominiOUs
end. Let me tell Mr. Coleman that
our "debate" ended with Mr.
MacAleese's reporting of Mr.
Coleman's now-immortal words:
"I know •••"
If, by my life, my actions, and
my words, I represent "a defender
of the values of an increasingly
decadent, embittered, and frustrated status quo'' (Mr. Coleman's words), I shudder to think
of Mr. Coleman's "better tomorrow.''
I must confess that I wonder a
lot when a man such as Mr. Cole•
man tells me that he "can't pledge
allegiance to that flag"; tells me
he knows a boy has been burned
by gasoline, then has someone
else "prove" it was really by napalm; tells the barefaced lie
about me, as he did, as he defended black power.
The feelings I have about an:vone who refuses to pledge aile·
giance to our flag precludes any
type of public discussion of the
type Mr. Coleman suggests. I'm
just that decadent.

15 ·Best~D.ressed
To Model in Kiva

UNM Law School
1o Hold Program
On Finance, Trust
The UNM Law School will
sponsor a program on financial
planning and retirement, featurmg five speakers and a questionand-answer session, on Friday
Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. in the geolog;
lecture ball, room 122.
The program is the result of
a questionnaire sent to UNM f!lculty and staff members by the
Law, School in Oct9ber. About 297
rephes were received indicating
interest in the program, a Law
School representative said •.
The program is open to any interested members of the university community. Coffee will be
served.
"Do You Need a Will?" is the
topic of Walter Barnett, an associate professor of law. Law
Dean Thomas W. Christopher will
speak on "Trusts and Future Interests," and Robert J. Desiderio
an assistant law professor wili
'
discuss "Tax Planning.''
"Estate Planning" wiJI be explained by WiJiiam c. Schaab, an
Albuquerque attorney. James E.
Brown., an associate professor of
business
administration,
will
speak on "Investments.''

Pat11onize Lobo Advertisers

Shiva Oils
'

Water Colors
- Canvas
Panels .,..·Stretched Canvas
Stretcher Bars & More
'&

Br~shes

'

L AN:G E L rs

2510 Central S.E.
Across .Frqm Johnson Gym

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY
I
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DISCO!JIIirs 'tQ uNJ.t :.'.
. STUDENtS & FACULlY :

·~

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers ·

Poetry Reading

Expert on Swiss and

A student poetry reading will
be conducted in Mitchell 101 by
Charles Vermont and Marc Blum
on Friday, Dec. 1, at 8 p.m .

American Watches
WATCHES- GIFTs
DIAMONDS· .

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
LOOK YOUR
BEST!

PART OR FULL TIME WORK

...;~~E~~~~DA~~~~~;S

Reliable man or woman wanted as
dealers In this area to service route.
for the WORLD FAMOUS ALKA.SELTZER, ANACJN, BUFFERlN and BAYER
ASPIRINS •old through our latest
modern vending machine In handy
plastic pill-boxes, for which this compony will Hcure locations. Dealerships
now being established and appointed
upon our acceptance. Will not interfere
collec:twith
and your
refill present
machines.employment;
To qualify
you must have $1,705.00 to $3,410.00
cash avai Iable lmm.,..iately
for inven·
-"
tory and equipment; Investment sac:ured.
Must have car, 8 spare hours weekly,
could net up to $5,000.00 per year.
lie able .to start at once. Income should
start 1mme
• diateIy, HII ing experience
not necessary.
If fully qualified for time and invest·
ment WRITE, giving Name, Address,
and Telephone Number, for local personal interview with a company Representative..
HEADACHE
6267 BAR VENDORS CORP.
Natural Bridge

RENT
A

TUX!
COAT and·
TROUSERS

$6.50
COMPLETE
OUTFIT
lnch..JAs, shirt
Cummerbund,
Suspenders,
Handkerchief,
Studs, Cufflinks, Tl.e and
Bouttonnlere.

$10.00

.s~
FIRST and GOLD

2
~of~~~~~~~.te~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~P~~~e~Liaiw~~~M~~~oiu~ri~6~3~1i2~1~~k~~~~~~
:q~~~~~~~~
nual convention here last weekStudents will be able to buy

end. He also addressed college
audiences in St. Paul and Ann Arbor over the weekend.
Several hours before the proMcCarthy vote, however, the eonvention defeated 164-107 a move
to amend . the group's constitution to allow for pre-convention
endorsement of Democratic candidates.
The defeat of the amendment,
introduced by the Harvard-Radcliffe delegation, was thought to
be a defeat for "Dump-Johnson"

ezoo do11ars m• p1ay money for $1.
,
There will be a prize booth and
one grand prize will go to the
person who earns the most money.
Susan Keller and Joanne Hiacy
are co-chairmen for the event..

"Think of us first"

f>tlllliQ& SpGJdaweaJt

1mootJ

BERMUDAS---SURFERS~--SHORTS---SKIRTS

Suits---CAPRIS---BLOUSES---Slack Suits
OTH.ING OVER s4oo---..

MOTORCYCLES

GO WITH THE LEADER

GO
TRIUMPH

PRICED FROM $1.00 TO $4.00

200 C.C.. TO 650 C.C.

Doug B1•owning

No Carrying Charges on Lay.;,A'Yays

NOW 4 STORES
'

Store No. 1-1441A Eubank N.E.-Princ:ess Jeanne Shopping Center
Store No. 2-1720·A Bridge St. S.W,...;.GoH Plaza Center
Store No. 3~210 4th St. N.W.
Store No. 4-3901 Central Ave. N.E.
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1001

AT
All Major

Credit Cards
Central N.E.
Accepted
Close to the Unlwnlty, Oawntown
oncl the Airport.
.,

FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOTORS

......... .......... ....-.........
,..

PHONE 265·6531
_.,~.,.

A1~ple Free Parking at All 'Stores

*

OPEN MONDAY THRU ·SATURDAY 101M lo 6 PM

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR .. N~E.

Where U.S. 66 and 1·25 meet.
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By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
~~~caiio".:'\': ;:.:Y1o'll~gt~3.gtayp~{;:~
It appears that as each ·.day
tiona BuUdlu, or tolephonfi 277-4002 or
passes without the UNM athletic
277"4102•
department reaching a decision
,
FOR SAL!ll
on tjl\l ~q~u.re of Bill Weeks.ll~ ·
1969 FORD Galaxi~ 50o', 2-dr ha~top; v.!l, I heal!· fb<ltball coach the challCI!S
· 4_. barrel carb.uretor. llod;v in gOO<l_ ~ 0_ 0 ~1r 1· , of .ljis :llemaining ill that capacity ·
tJOn, good tires, new aUtom~tiC trjlnlij'
' , o1 h
.
•
:•
missioq. uat sell to' pay 2nd s~m"!!tor · for ,l\l10t er year mcrease.
·
tuition, $300-350. Ph~ne 842-9839. 11(29;! .
~i:l
12/3,
I .
. . ' I ..
. I ·• ;1nnouncement concernin,).
.
.
. <;'
UNDERWOOD Standard tYPewriter, ~i~ ·. : W el)~s was expected no later th:l.n
type, Call Mrs. Whi~ 243-6431. ut;Dt 1 a we~)t ago yesterday, but }he
1213 •
. I .·
. , ; ·• athletic de{)artment has remam~d
ST_UDE_NTS looking tor taJ,.<lar from $1o'O!
mum
on the subject.
to $2000, any mak~. · t''lr the low"!'~
·
,
prieea in town call Laljn)' Corter, 298,
Athletic Director Pete McDav·
1934 after 3 :so p,m, t '
id sayfi only that Sports InformaSERVI(JES
tion Director Eddie Groth will be
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
th e fi rs t t 0 know and th a t the
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until B
press will be informed from the
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
bl' 't
ffi e
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
pu IC! Y
C •
243-0588.
Virtually all high schools have
PERSONALS
completed their football seasons
PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHA·
and UNM assistants would norDELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
' k'mg up th e1r
' traV e ]
don't have them, then you don't want
rna ]]Y b e PIC
them. Send for samples and list. MA·
funds now to go in search of the .
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
bl
h'
)
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220,
ue·c IP P ayers.
HELP WANTED
But if Weeks leaves, or is asked
to leave his head coaching poFOR RENT
sition,
chances are nearly 100 per
HOUSE for Rent. 2 blocks from campus
cent that the whole staff will also
on Las Lomas. $135. per month with 1
year lease. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths~ fireleave in the shuffle.
place, walled yard. Phone 242·1938. 11/29.
Unlike a season ago, nobody is
ROOMS for rent, $30 Per month. Close
openly
yelling for Weeks' h!lad.
to campus, Males only, 424 Sycamore
NE. Phone 842·1824. Call or see after
No
booster
has made much noise
4 p.m. 11/22·30.
about hiring a new coach and
LOST
. UNM faculty members will tell
DIAMOND white gold engagement ring,
you that their group is not disin or around the Language Lab. :Repleased with :Weeks.
ward. Please call 255·7485. 11/22-30.
In fact, it is difficult to find
PERSONALS
anyone,
except some players who
WANTED 3 open-mindsd girls for Miami
Beach Xmas trip, Expenses paid. Coil•
choose to leave the proverbial
tact Ric 242-9252, 6·7 p.m. 11/80·12/7
sinking ship, that they want to
WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE FUNt En·
see the head coach fired.
thuiasti;c, enenretic Junior or senior fD
Local news media and m an y
write chapter for etudent guidebook, Ex·
ponsea and fee plus b:v-Une and obort
fans
assumed that another losing
bioeraphy. Tell ua who 1011 are lmmsdi·
season would make Weeks' leavately. Writ.: WHERE THE FUN IS,
U.S.A., Simon and Sehuater, 680 Fifth
ing the post automatic. But ~vi
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10020
dently that is not true.
Late Wednesday afternoon
-Sportiest Car Coat Going Groth could give no indication
when the announcement might
GENUINE SHEEPSKIN LINED
come and Weeks is, of course, not
with large sheared sheepskin collar.
talking about the situation.
Warmest coat made for
After the Lobos' final loss to
Men -Women - Children
dow n-state rival New Mexico
FREED CO.
107 First NW
State, McDavid told the Associated Press that an announcement
would be made by Wednesday of
last week.
Without UNM assistants on the
recruiting trails it will be hard
to fashion a better freshman
team than this season's 0-4 group.
But obviously, assistants don't
want to try to convince top play-
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The year of the

YAMAHA

•

l

'

O'HEHRY'S

country Bar·B·O
The Twin Jet 100 is the
swingin' thing for Spring.
Double everything ••. 2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes ••• for more GO.
The styling has that
no-nonsense look, lean and
racy· like a 250cc World Grand
Prix Champion Yamaha. If you
can ride a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. So stop in and ride
out on a Yamaha Twin Jet 100.
Then you'll know why Yamaha,
with proven oil-injection, is
the top-selling 2-stroke in the
U.S. See us today.

BOBBY J'S
MOTORCYCLE SALES
6316 Domingo Rd., NE
Phone 255-023~
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Hamburger
with F.F.

55¢
All Sandwich••

with

french frlit

~~

·

Fremont s

-A specialty Food Shop1'1
~ Coronado Center • . 298:5~83 .!A
t::S:~~~~~~i:~n!l;;(~~~
·

SOUTH

WEST

BICTl.IC SHAYEI SHYIQ
ElECTRIC SHAVER ANO
liGHTER REPAIR
.
247.f219
2110 lMIID NW
. . .

Makers of
Indian. JeweIry
OLD TOWN

ENGINEERS
& SCIENTISTS
ADVANCED DEGREES
APPLIED RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

Football Coach Bill Weeks
ers to come _to the New Mexico
school if the coaches themselves
are to be out .of jobs shortly.
Five coaches are in their first
year on Weeks' staff and would
like another try at a winning
team, And, all of the coaches, including Weeks, are losing valuable time in finding new jobs if
they are to be replaced.
The head coaching job here is
an attractive one. The athletic

Assassination • • •
(Contillued from page 1)
":When I asked the government
I was told that the commission
would be prosecutor, judge, and
jury in closed hearings, and that
no defense was needed," Lane
said, "So I started thinking of
ways to present arguments that
needed to be brought before the
people. I began to wonder if a
book was the right way to do it
when 15 publishers accepted my
book and then rejected it."
Lane charged that government
agencies, mainly the FBI and the
CIA, had pressured publishers and
news media not to publicize dissent about the Warren Commission's findings.
"For two years there was not
a word of dissent heard," Lane
said. 'Then I was invited to appear on a TV talk show to debate
Melvin Belli, .Tack Ruby's lawyer,
The network brass wouldn't let
me appear. They said I had facts
and affdavits contrary to the Commission's findings ~nd tpat I
would 'confuse' the people.''
He labeled the CBS-TV fourhour series last summer on the
assassination "thoroughly di~
honest. It was an attempt to present not the truth but a dishonest
view."
Lane will speak ill the· Anthropology Lecture Hall tonight at 8.
His appearance is sponsored by
the Associated Students Speakers
Program. Admission is free.

Booz, Allen Applied Research Inc. is seeking Ph.D.
and M.S. graduates in Mechanical, Electrical, and Electronics Engineering, Physics, Mathematics, Statistics,
and Operations Research. Opportunities are also available for Economists and M.B.A.'s for cost effectiveness
and transportation studies.
Booz, Allen Applied Research Inc. currently employs over-350 professional scientific and engineering
consultants who contribute technically, both individually and collectively, to applied research programs for
private industry and government agencies. Our assignments are not common or routine. We are required to
define and solve complex, unusual problems that challenge and demand the application of considerable analytical talent.
We seek creative scientists and engineers who believe they are qualified by training and interests to perform effectively in the following areas:
Operations Research .- Operations Analysis -·
Systems Analysis - Applied Mathematics - Mathematical Analysis - Statistical Analysis - Environmental Analysis - Communication Studies - Technical Program Planning - Computer Applications - Reliability Studies which include the Application of Mathematics, Statistics, Probability, Simulation and Modeling to Mechanical and Electrical Systems Effectiveness
Problems.·
Excellent starting salaries, tuition reimbursement,
relocation, and deferred profit sharing.
Positions are available in Los Angeles (airport
area), Chicago, Kansas City, Bethesda, Albuquerque,
and San Diego.
'
Interviews on Campus Tuesday, December 27th,
1967. See your Placement Office.
Trent Ross
Manager- Staff Selection

BOOZ-ALLEN
APPLIED RESEARCH Inc.
6151 W. Century Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90045
Phone: (213) 776-3540
An Equal Oppartunlty Employer (M & F)

Wednesday and Thursday
November 1 & 2, 1967
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Daumier
Charzou
Chagall

Cassatt
Corinth
Dufy
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Toulouse-Lautrec
Van Dongen
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and many others moderately priced
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The University of New Mexico- Union Ballroom Gallery
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TUESDAY & THURSDAY
II A.M. • 9:30 P.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11 A.M. • 12 P.M.
SUNDAY
•
NOON • 9:30 P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year.
$2.25 per semester
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departmen,t, boos!ers, and local
news media have received quite a
few feelers about when the post
would be officially vacan~ so that
they could apply for .the JOb.
Jf there is to be a new coach,
he
• too
• is losing valuable
• recruith
h
mg t1me by the delay m t e at letir; department announcing· a de• •
CISIOn.
One las~ source, the o!fice of
UNM President Tom PopeJoy, has
also been
quiet
as a mouse about
h'
•
the coac mg JOb.
No one knows when to expect
an announcement, but all involved
' Impa
'
t'Ient an d b ecomare growmg
ing irritable at the entire quest'

Ribs
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Beef
• Pork
Fresh Water Catfish
Hush Puppies
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By CHUCK NOLAND
The Warren Commission started with a preconceived conclusion
and ignored evidence contrary to
that conclusion in its investigation
of the· assassination of President
Kennedy, Mark Lane, author of
''Rush to Judgment," told a campus audience last night.
"They had a hard time of it,"
Lane told a near-capacity crowd
in the Anthropology Lecture Hall.
The author is the fifth speaker in
the Associated Students Lecture
Series,
"They had to explain how five
shots from different directions
came from one direction in 5.6
seconds, and how a bolt-action
rifle with a minimum interval between shots of 2.3 seconds could
do that.''
Lane explained that evidence
indicated there were five shots
fired that day in Dallas's Dealey
Plaza in 5.6 seconds: The first,
from the rear of the Presidential
limousine, hit President Kennedy
in the back; the second, from the
right front of the car, hit him in
the throat; the third, from the
rear, hit Texas Governor John
Connally; the fourth, from the
front, missed the limousine,
struck a curb on the other side
of it, ricocheted and wounded a
spectator; and the fifth, from the
front, hit the President in the
head-the fatal wound.
"The Commission had decided
that Oswald was to be named as
the lone assassin," Lane said,
"then disqualified or ignored witnesses whose testimony indicated
otherwise because this inconVI.'nit>nccl the Commi$~in!J,. whirh
· was seeking evidence to support
........
only its preconceived conclusion.''
· 1ACQUELYN CASTLEMAN, a contestant in the Best-Dressed
Girl on Campus contest, poses in a. glamorous at-home outfit which · Lane said that less than half of
she modeled at last night's fashion show in the Kiva. Models for the the people who witnessed the asshow will also appear in the Union Ballroom on Thursday, Dec. 7, at sassination were questioned by
7:30 p.m. in the final judging for the contest, sponsored nationally investigators or by the Commisby Glamour magazine. Fashions in last night's show were donated sion. He said that of 90 witnesses
by .Albuquerque stores. Organizer of the show and the contest is questioned who said they knew
where the shots came from, 58Theta Sigma Phi. (Photo by Pawley)
nearly two-thirds-reported that
some shots had come from a fence
d
at the back of the famed grassy
knoll to the right front of the
Presidential limousine.
"But witnesses who said shots
came from behind the fence were
disqualified," Lane said .. "They
inconvenienced the Commission."
By SARAH LAIDLAW
among themselves. One group
Lane said the Commission had
Two Arab students, Ezzat Dha- would object of materialistic
to explain how Oswald's
tried
tab and Manson Khaiji, discussed states," said Khaiji.
the history of .Arab-Israeli conHe quoted Dr. Berger: "It is a ri~e. wi~h its 2.3-second minimum
flicts at the International Center messianic hope to return to a firmg mterval, could fire five
last night.
nation. But Judaism is no longer
"We are not going to speak on a nation, it is a religion.''
the summer's war. We were in
Dhatab said the grestest comAmerica at the time it was hap- plaint the .Arabs have is that Ispening, and we know probably rael has too much land. He said
as much as you do about it," said Jews have always lived in Arab
Khaiji,
(Continued on page 2)
The two men spoke to 17 peo~
pie, who sometimes broke into
heated discussion.
Debate and discussion programs
Quoting from a pamphlet,
in preparation for the Dec. 11-12
1'Israeli .According to the Holy
Viet Nam war referendum will
Scriptures," Khaiji said that
begin Monday .in the Union.
American Rabbi Dr. Elmer BerThe.programs, aimed at estab·
ger believes there is no basis in
lishing a number of proposals
the Old or New Testaments for
and alternatives for a solution to
the establishment of a national
the Viet Nam contliet, are being
political state in Palestine.
sponsored by the student govern•
Zionists have taken the Bibliment National-International Afcal statement, "going back to
fairs Committee, c h a i 1' man
Israel," literally, Khaiji said. InCharles Miller.
stead, according to the pamphlet
Dr. Foster R. Dulles, visiting
it means "going back to God"
professor of history at UNM, and
through Christianity.
well-known political theorist Hans
"Not every Jew believes it is
Morgenthau will highlight the·
part of his religion to return to
program Monday and Tuesday,
Israel. The Jews are divided
Morgenthau will be contacted
through the Alert Center 'l'eleIIIIIIIIIIIIHHimllllllllllllllllnliiiiii!IIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIImlffliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Lecture facilities in the Union.
A panel discussion involving
UNM students and .Albuquerque
The Game of the Year on
residents on Tuesday, a formal dethe 'ONM campus-the third
MANSON ICII.AJJI, one of two bate on Thursday, and a Friday
annual Beer Bowl-will be
Arab students leading a discussion afternoon general discussion sesplayed today at 8:80 p.m. at
on the Arab-Israeli war at the sion will end the week's activities.
Zimmerman Field. The game
International Center last night,
Resolutions
and
proposals
is between the Lobo st:.lff and
quotes from a pamphlet to make adopted during the week will be
student government. See the
a point in his defense of .Arabian voted on by UNM students and
sports section for complete de·
cln.ims to land in t.he Middle East. local residents on Monday and
tails.
Tuesday of the following week.
IIIIIIIIIIBIIMHiftllfl!IIIIIIIHIII!IIIHIIDIIIIHIIIHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIHil (Photo by Pawley)

shots-including four 2.3 second there. "The bullet continued on,
intervals-in 5.6 seconds. The 5.6- then hung , i;!Uspend,ed in mid-air
second time span was determined for about 1},8 second~, until it obby the ·number of frames in an served Governor CoJJnally in front
8-mm. movie of the assassination of it, It then turned to the proper
angle to enter the governo'f-'13
taken by Abraham Zapruder.
back,
passed through his body"Five shots wouldn't fit into
shattering
his fifth rib along the
5.6 seconds," Lane said, "so they
tried four. That still wouldn't fit, way-exited from his chest, made
so they tried three. That worked. a right turn, shattered his right
Then they had to make three bul- wrist, exited from his right wrist,
lets from one source account for made a U-turn, and lodged in his
left thigh.
all the damage done.''
"The same bullet finally wound
Lane asserted that for a while
up
in the President's back, and
Commission members were nearlater found on the President's
was
ldespondent because they were
at Parkland Hospital,
stretcher
finding it difficult to account for
apparently
having worked its way
all the wounds with only three
bullets. Then, he said, a Philadel- back out of the shallow wound in
phia lawyer working with the · his shoulder during external
Commission figured out a way to cardiac massage aplied in an attempt to save his life," he condo it.
cluded.
"This plan was known as the
Lane said the Commission re'magic-bullet' theory-or to Com•
that the second bullet had
ported
mission members as the 'singlemissed,
ricocheted off the curp..t.
bullet' theory," Lane said. "It
and
wounded
a spectator, and tlie
went like this: The first bullet
hit the President in the back of third bullet had hit the President
the neck-which of course ex- in the back of the head- "Which
plains the wound found during of course pulled his head back in
the autopsy in his right shoulder. the direction from which the shot
It exited from the front of his had come"-and that this was
neck-which explains the en- the fatal shot.
"The press 'was grateful when
trance-not exit--wound doctors
(Continued on page 3)
at Parkland Hospital testified was

History Stresse

Two Arab Students Give Background
Of Israeli Conflicts to 1-Center Group

.AUTHOR M.ARK LANE, who addressed a near-capacity crowd in
the Anthropology Lecture HaU last night, was interviewed by The
Lobo at his motel Wednesday night. Lane, the author of "Rush to
Judgment," is a well-known critic of the Warren Commission }leport
on the Kennedy assassination, which he regards as a political answer
intended to soothe Americans' worries about a conspiracy in the
death of the President. (Photo by Pawley)

Regents' Action Asked

VietNam Debate, Juggler's Troubles Over?Referendum Set ~"t .~E ~~~!.~!.~m~~ 1.Pmul~

Game of the Year

han-

problems with the American Le·
gion over the October issue of the
humor magazine apparently are
not over.
The New Mexico United Veterans Council sent a letter to the
UNM Regents this week asking
that Burton be "censured and
reprimanded" and that the publi·
cation be put on probation.
The letter, signed by W. Peter
McAtee, chairman of the council,
also asked "if there is a repeti- ,.
tion in ~he, fut,~re to terminate ··
the publication.
.., :The New Mexico Veterans
~ouncil il,lcludes the local .Amer·
1can. Leg1on ~hapters, the V~t· ·erans of Fo~e1gn Wars, the DIS•
abled Amer1can. Veterans, and
the World War I Veterans.
Dr. Tom Roberts, president of
t~e. Regents, to!d The Lobo last
mght t~at he Will send .a copy of
the l~tter to UNM Prcs1d~~t Tom
PopeJOY today and that he has
asked that the tetter be placed on
the agenda f?r ~~1e next regular
Regents meetmg, scheduled Sat·
urday, Dec. 9.
"At this moment all I expect to
happen is that the president will

died. We must acknowledge receipt of the Jetter and state what
the action will be," Roberts said.
The letter says articles in the
October isaue of The Juggler
were "offensive," "humorless/'
"obscene," and "encouraged dis·
loyalty." It asks the Regents "to
adopt standards of propriety and
conduct which are clear and in ac.cordance with the basic American
tradition to regulate the UNM
faculty and students!'
Mc.Atee's letter to the Regen'U'•
also reminded them "that :freedom
is not free and if we are to safe•
guard and preserve this herita.ge
so dear to us, we must exerc1ee
the courage and judgment to prevent their mutilation and eventual
destruction"
The U~UVI Student Publications
Board decided Nov. 7 not to hold
a formal hearing on charges filed
against the magazine by the New
Mexic 9 adjutant of the American
Legion, Herschel L. Doyle. He
charged that the magazine was
communistic and subversive. The
B .. d ·
d 'th Editor Bur
oar agree WI
"
(Continued on page 2)
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